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APARTMENT

LoNdoN E2

All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

2 Bedrooms
1 Bathrooom
74 sqm
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

1 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
40.8 sqm
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

3 Bedrooms
2 Bathroooms
85.6 sqm

Balcony
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

second Floor

1 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
51 sqm

Balcony

reduced 
height

terrace
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

First Floor

second Floor

second Floor

duplex

2 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
72 sqm

Balcony

terrace
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

second Floor

duplex

2 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
72 sqm

First Floor

second Floor

Balcony

terrace
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

second Floor

duplex

1 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
49 sqm

First Floor

second Floor

Balcony

terrace
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

First Floor

second Floor

duplex

1 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
50 sqm

First Floor

second Floor

Balcony

terrace
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All details contained within this 
sales information are correct to the 
best of our knowledge at the time of 
production. However, in the interest of 
continuous improvement, the Builder 
reserves the right to modify plans, 
exteriors, specifications, and products 
without notice or obligation. Actual us-
able floor space may vary from stated 
floor areas. Any CGIs depicted are 
an artist’s concept of the completed 
building and/or its interiors only. If 
buying off plan purchasers should be 
aware that internal arrangements may 
vary slightly and modifications may 
be made to room layouts without prior 
notice e.g. kitchen layouts and bath-
rooms if a more suitable options to 
the specific plot is designed. In these 
cases there will be no re-negation on 
any prices agreed.

second Floor

1 Bedroom
1 Bathrooom
49.8 sqm

BalconyBalcony

reduced 
height


